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“From the household to the individual? Towards religious subjectification in contemporary China”

Traditionally the household (jiahu) served as the most basic unit of religious and ritual engagements in Chinese society. It was the household that featured most prominently as the sponsor of funeral rituals and as the unit contributor to village New Year’s festivities, temple festivals and communal exorcisms, thus manifesting the household’s sovereignty. In contemporary China, however, the individual has come forth as an increasingly salient unit of religious engagement, threatening to conflict with and even replace the household as the prime mover of Chinese religious life, especially in urban China. More and more religious forces are interpellating the individual into particular religiously-informed lifestyles all the while the individual is becoming more and more predisposed to embracing such lifestyle. I will examine a few prominent examples of such processes of religious subjectification: 1) conversion to Christianity and becoming spiritual dependents (guiyi, particularly strong in lay Buddhism); 2) ‘karmateering’ (volunteering for karmic merits) and other forms of volunteering associated with religious beliefs; and 3) person-to-person proselytising (e.g. deploying concepts such as yuanfen, ‘karmic connections’, in Buddhist proselytising).
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